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Albert Camus is one of the iconic figures of twentieth-century
French literature, one of France's most widely read modern
literary authors and one of the youngest winners of the Nobel
Prize for Literature. As the author of L'Etranger and the
architect of the notion of 'the Absurd' in the 1940s, he shot to
prominence in France and beyond. His work nevertheless
attracted hostility as well as acclaim and he was increasingly
drawn into bitter political controversies, especially the issue of
France's place and role in the country of his birth, Algeria.
Most recently, postcolonial studies have identified in his
writings a set of preoccupations ripe for revisitation. Situating
Camus in his cultural and historical context, this 2007
Companion explores his best-selling novels, his ambiguous
engagement with philosophy, his theatre, his increasingly
high-profile work as a journalist and his reflection on ethical
and political questions that continue to concern readers
today.
ON NOZICK, like other titles in the Wadsworth Philosopher's
Series, offers a concise, yet comprehensive, introduction to
this philosopher's most important ideas. Presenting the most
important insights of well over a hundred seminal
philosophers in both the Eastern and Western traditions, the
Wadsworth Philosophers Series contains volumes written by
scholars noted for their excellence in teaching and for their
well-versed comprehension of each featured philosopher's
major works and contributions. These titles have proven
valuable in a number of ways. Serving as standalone texts
when tackling a philosophers' original sources or as helpful
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resources for focusing philosophy students' engagements
with these philosopher's often conceptually daunting works,
these titles have also gained extraordinary popularity with a
lay readership and quite often serve as "refreshers" for
philosophy instructors.
Michael Y. Bennett's accessible Introduction explains the
complex, multidimensional nature of the works and writers
associated with the absurd - a label placed upon a number of
writers who revolted against traditional theatre and literature
in both similar and widely different ways. Setting the
movement in its historical, intellectual and cultural contexts,
Bennett provides an in-depth overview of absurdism and its
key figures in theatre and literature, from Samuel Beckett and
Harold Pinter to Tom Stoppard. Chapters reveal the
movement's origins, development and present-day influence
upon popular culture around the world, employing the latest
research to this often challenging area of study in a balanced
and authoritative approach. Essential reading for students of
literature and theatre, this book provides the necessary tools
to interpret and develop the study of a movement associated
with some of the twentieth century's greatest and most
influential cultural figures.
In this lively and entertaining introduction to the philosophy of
mind, Edward Feser explores the questions central to the
discipline; such as 'do computers think', and 'what is
consciousness'; and gives an account of all the most
important and significant attempts that have been made to
answer them.
Presents a guide to Jane Austen's work in the context of her
contemporary world
A concise, informative and clearly written introduction for
students beginning to study Said.
An accessible and lively 2007 introduction to Shakespeare's
history plays and their tradition on stage and film.
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The degrading environment of the planet is something that
touches everyone. This 2011 book offers an introductory
overview of literary and cultural criticism that concerns
environmental crisis in some form. Both as a way of reading
texts and as a theoretical approach to culture more generally,
'ecocriticism' is a varied and fast-changing set of practices
which challenges inherited thinking and practice in the
reading of literature and culture. This introduction defines
what ecocriticism is, its methods, arguments and concepts,
and will enable students to look at texts in a wholly new way.
Boxed sections explain key critical terms and contemporary
debates in the field with 'hands-on' examples and
comparisons. Timothy Clark's thoughtful approach makes this
an ideal first encounter with environmental readings of
literature.

A comprehensive look at black theology and its
connection with major doctrinal themes within
Christianity from a global perspective.
This Companion focuses on the novel as a global
genre with a 2,000-year history. The first section
includes an examination of the various genres out of
which it emerged (epic, history, romance, the
picaresque) and the different ways in which fiction
and realism (magical, hyper, and social) were
developed in response to specific political, social,
and economic forces. The second section focuses
on how the novel works, considering how it has
played a crucial role in the formation of more
abstract social, political, and familial identities. The
third section considers what the novel has become
and will continue to become in the twenty-first
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century. It examines the recent interest in graphic
novels as well as data, digitization, and a global
literary marketplace's role in shaping the future of the
novel. This book will be a key resource for students
and scholars studying the novel as a genre.
Unlike other textbooks, it helps students to
understand grammar rather than see it as a set of
facts and rules.
Argues that contemporary critics force works of
literature to fit their theories and examines the
impact of Marxism, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and
structuralism on literary criticism
Introducing Anglo-Saxon literature in an
approachable way, this is an indispensable guide for
students to a key literary topic.
Edward Said is one of the foremost thinkers writing
today. His work as a literary and cultural critic, a
political commentator, and the champion of the
cause of Palestinian rights has given him a unique
position in western intellectual life. This new book is
a major exploration and assessment of his writings in
all these main areas. Focusing on Said's insistence
on the connection between literature, politics and
culture, Kennedy offers an overview and assessment
of the main strands of Said's work, drawing out the
links and contradictions between each area. The
book begins with an examination of Orientalism, one
of the founding texts of post-colonial studies.
Kennedy looks at the book in detail, probing both its
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strengths and weaknesses, and linking it to its
sequel, Culture and Imperialism. She then examines
Said's work on the Palestinian people, with his
emphasis on the need for a Palestinian narrative to
counter pro-Israeli accounts of the Middle East, and
his searing criticisms of US, Israeli, and even Arab
governments. The book closes with an examination
of Said's importance in the field of post-colonial
studies, notably colonial discourse analysis and postcolonial theory, and his significance as a public
intellectual. This book will be of great interest to
anyone studying post-colonialism, literary theory,
politics, and the Middle East, as well as anyone
interested in Said's writings.
Orientalism and Literature discusses a key critical
concept in literary studies and how it assists our
reading of literature. It reviews the concept's
evolution: how it has been explored, imagined and
narrated in literature. Part I considers Orientalism's
origins and its geographical and multidisciplinary
scope, then considers the major genres and trends
Orientalism inspired in the literary-critical field such
as the eighteenth-century Oriental tale, reading the
Bible, and Victorian Oriental fiction. Part II
recaptures specific aspects of Edward Said's
Orientalism: the multidisciplinary contexts and
scholarly discussions it has inspired (such as
colonial discourse, race, resistance, feminism and
travel writing). Part III deliberates upon recent and
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possible future applications of Orientalism, probing
its currency and effectiveness in the twenty-first
century, the role it has played and continues to play
in the operation of power, and how in new forms,
neo-Orientalism and Islamophobia, it feeds into
various genres, from migrant writing to journalism.
A landmark work from the author of Orientalism that
explores the long-overlooked connections between
the Western imperial endeavor and the culture that
both reflected and reinforced it. In the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, as the Western powers
built empires that stretched from Australia to the
West Indies, Western artists created masterpieces
ranging from Mansfield Park to Heart of Darkness
and Aida. Yet most cultural critics continue to see
these phenomena as separate. Edward Said looks at
these works alongside those of such writers as W. B.
Yeats, Chinua Achebe, and Salman Rushdie to
show how subject peoples produced their own
vigorous cultures of opposition and resistance. Vast
in scope and stunning in its erudition, Culture and
Imperialism reopens the dialogue between literature
and the life of its time.
Edward W. Said (1935-2003) ranks as one of the most
preeminent public intellectuals of our time. Through his
literary criticism, his advocacy for the Palestinian cause, and
his groundbreaking book Orientalism, Said elegantly enriched
public discourse by unsettling the status quo. This
indispensable volume, the most comprehensive and wideranging resource on Edward Said's life and work, spans his
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broad legacy both within and beyond the academy. The book
brings together contributions from thirty-one
luminaries--leading scholars, critics, writers, and activists-to
engage Said's provocative ideas. Their essays and interviews
explore the key themes of emancipation and representation
through the prisms of postcolonial theory, literature, music,
philosophy, and cultural studies. A deeply humanistic work,
the book offers a nuanced and meditative examination of
many controversial issues that are as fiercely debated today
as they were during Said's life--from imperialism, Zionism,
and the Palestinian-Israeli impasse to exile, secularity, and
role of the intellectual. Contributors: Bill Ashcroft, Ben
Conisbee Baer, Daniel Barenboim, Timothy Brennan, Noam
Chomsky, Denise DeCaires-Narain, Nicholas Dirks, Marc H.
Ellis, Rokus de Groot, Sabry Hafez, Abdirahman A. Hussein,
Ardi Imseis, Adel Iskandar, Ghada Karmi, Katherine Callen
King, Joseph Massad, W. J. T. Mitchell, Laura Nader, Ilan
Pappe, Benita Parry, Rajagopalan Radhakrishnan, Jahan
Ramazani, Jacqueline Rose, Lecia Rosenthal, Hakem
Rustom, Avi Shlaim, Ella Habiba Shohat, Robert Spencer,
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Anastasia Valassopoulos, Asha
Varadharajan, Michael Wood
Duke Ellington is widely held to be the greatest jazz
composer and one of the most significant cultural icons of the
twentieth century. This comprehensive and accessible
Companion is the first collection of essays to survey, in depth,
Ellington's career, music, and place in popular culture. An
international cast of authors includes renowned scholars,
critics, composers, and jazz musicians. Organized in three
parts, the Companion first sets Ellington's life and work in
context, providing new information about his formative years,
method of composing, interactions with other musicians, and
activities abroad; its second part gives a complete artistic
biography of Ellington; and the final section is a series of
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specific musical studies, including chapters on Ellington and
song-writing, the jazz piano, descriptive music, and the blues.
Featuring a chronology of the composer's life and major
recordings, this book is essential reading for anyone with an
interest in Ellington's enduring artistic legacy.
Discusses the anatomy, physiology, social organization,
ecology, and natural history of ants
T. S. Eliot is not only one of the most important poets of the
twentieth century; as literary critic and commentator on
culture and society, his writing continues to be profoundly
influential. Every student of English must engage with his
writing to understand the course of modern literature. This
book provides the perfect introduction to key aspects of Eliot's
life and work, as well as to the wider contexts of modernism in
which he wrote. John Xiros Cooper explains how Eliot was
influenced by the intellectual climate of both twentieth-century
Britain and America, and how he became a key cultural figure
on both sides of the Atlantic. The continuing controversies
surrounding his writing and his thought are also addressed.
With a useful guide to further reading, this is the most
informative and accessible introduction to T. S. Eliot.
A study of the literary influence of Edward Curtis's multivolume collections of Native American photographs.
Offers a lucid introduction to postcolonial studies, one of the
most important strands in recent literary theory and cultural
studies.
How ought we to live? What really exists? How do we know?
This book introduces important themes in ethics, knowledge,
and the self, via readings from Plato, Hume, Descartes,
Hegel, Darwin, and Buddhist writers. It emphasizes
throughout the point of doing philosophy, explains how
different areas of philosophy are related, and explores the
contexts in which philosophy was and is done. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
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University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way
to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Fantasy is a creation of the Enlightenment and the
recognition that excitement and wonder can be found in
imagining impossible things. From the ghost stories of the
Gothic to the zombies and vampires of twenty-first-century
popular literature, from Mrs Radcliffe to Ms Rowling, the
fantastic has been popular with readers. Since Tolkien and
his many imitators, however, it has become a major
publishing phenomenon. In this volume, critics and authors of
fantasy look at the history of fantasy since the Enlightenment,
introduce readers to some of the different codes for the
reading and understanding of fantasy and examine some of
the many varieties and subgenres of fantasy; from magical
realism at the more literary end of the genre, to paranormal
romance at the more popular end. The book is edited by the
same pair who edited The Cambridge Companion to Science
Fiction (winner of a Hugo Award in 2005).
One of the most famous literary critics of the twentieth
century, Edward Said's work has been hugely influential far
beyond academia. As a prominent advocate for the
Palestinian cause and a noted music critic, Said redefined the
role of the public intellectual. In his books, as scholarly as
they are readable, he challenged conventional critical
demarcations between disciplines. His major opus,
Orientalism, is a key text in postcolonial studies that
continues to influence as well as challenge scholars in the
field. Conor McCarthy introduces the reader to Said's major
works and examines how his work and life were intertwined.
He explains recurring themes in Said's writings on literature
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and empire, on intellectuals and literary theory, on music and
on the Israel/Palestine conflict. This concise, informative and
clearly written introduction for students beginning to study
Said is ideally set up to explain the complexities of his work to
new audiences.
More than three decades after its first publication, Edward
Said's groundbreaking critique of the West's historical,
cultural, and political perceptions of the East has become a
modern classic. In this wide-ranging, intellectually vigorous
study, Said traces the origins of "orientalism" to the centurieslong period during which Europe dominated the Middle and
Near East and, from its position of power, defined "the orient"
simply as "other than" the occident. This entrenched view
continues to dominate western ideas and, because it does
not allow the East to represent itself, prevents true
understanding. Essential, and still eye-opening, Orientalism
remains one of the most important books written about our
divided world.
F. A. Hayek (1899–1992) was among the most important
economists and political philosophers of the twentieth
century. He is widely regarded as the principal intellectual
force behind the triumph of global capitalism, an 'anti-Marx'
who did more than any other recent thinker to elucidate the
theoretical foundations of the free market economy. His
account of the role played by market prices in transmitting
economic knowledge constituted a devastating critique of the
socialist ideal of central economic planning, and his famous
book The Road to Serfdom was a prophetic statement of the
dangers which socialism posed to a free and open society.
He also made significant contributions to fields as diverse as
the philosophy of law, the theory of complex systems, and
cognitive science. The essays in this volume, by an
international team of contributors, provide a critical
introduction to all aspects of Hayek's thought.
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In this highly accessible introduction, Brian Nelson provides
an overview of French literature - its themes and forms,
traditions and transformations - from the Middle Ages to the
present. Major writers, including Francophone authors writing
from areas other than France, are discussed chronologically
in the context of their times, to provide a sense of the
development of the French literary tradition and the strengths
of some of the most influential writers within it. Nelson offers
close readings of exemplary passages from key works,
presented in English translation and with the original French.
The exploration of the work of important writers, including
Villon, Racine, Molière, Voltaire, Balzac, Flaubert, Zola,
Proust, Sartre and Beckett, highlights the richness and
diversity of French literature.
Edward Albee (1928-2016) was a central figure in modern
American theatre, and his bold and often experimental
theatrical style won him wide acclaim. This book explores the
issues, public and private, that so influenced Albee's vision
over five decades, from his first great success, The Zoo Story
(1959), to his last play, Me, Myself, & I (2008). Matthew
Roudan covers all of Albee's original works in this
comprehensive, clearly structured, and up-to-date study of
the playwright's life and career: in Part I, the volume explores
Albee's background and the historical contexts of his work;
Part II concentrates on twenty-four of his plays, including
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (1962); and Part III
investigates his critical reception. Surveying Albee's
relationship with Broadway, and including interviews
conducted with Albee himself, this book will be of great
importance for theatregoers and students seeking an
accessible yet incisive introduction to this extraordinary
American playwright.
The stakeholder perspective is an alternative way of
understanding how companies and people create value and
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trade with each other. Freeman, Harrison and Zyglidopoulos
discuss the foundation concepts and implementation of
stakeholder management as well as the advantages this
approach provides to firms and their managers. They present
a number of tools that managers can use to implement
stakeholder thinking, better understand stakeholders and
create value with and for them. The Element concludes by
discussing how managers can create stakeholder oriented
control systems and by examining some of the important
stakeholder-related issues that are worthy of future scholarly
and managerial attention.
Beginning with the triple impulses of Naturalism, symbolism
and the grotesque, the bulk of the book concentrates on the
most famous directors of this century - Stanislavski,
Reinhardt, Graig, Meyerhold, Piscator, Brecht, Artuaud and
Grotowski. Braun's guide is more practical than theoretical,
delineating how each director changed the tradition that came
before him.
An introduction to the engineering principles of embedded
systems, with a focus on modeling, design, and analysis of
cyber-physical systems. The most visible use of computers
and software is processing information for human
consumption. The vast majority of computers in use,
however, are much less visible. They run the engine, brakes,
seatbelts, airbag, and audio system in your car. They digitally
encode your voice and construct a radio signal to send it from
your cell phone to a base station. They command robots on a
factory floor, power generation in a power plant, processes in
a chemical plant, and traffic lights in a city. These less visible
computers are called embedded systems, and the software
they run is called embedded software. The principal
challenges in designing and analyzing embedded systems
stem from their interaction with physical processes. This book
takes a cyber-physical approach to embedded systems,
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introducing the engineering concepts underlying embedded
systems as a technology and as a subject of study. The focus
is on modeling, design, and analysis of cyber-physical
systems, which integrate computation, networking, and
physical processes. The second edition offers two new
chapters, several new exercises, and other improvements.
The book can be used as a textbook at the advanced
undergraduate or introductory graduate level and as a
professional reference for practicing engineers and computer
scientists. Readers should have some familiarity with
machine structures, computer programming, basic discrete
mathematics and algorithms, and signals and systems.

Provides an accessible overview of the achievement of
Edward Gibbon (1737-94), one of the world's greatest
historians.
Publisher's description: Hans Urs von Balthasar
(1905-1988) is one of the most prolific, creative and wideranging theologians of the twentieth century who is just
now coming to prominence. But because of his own
daring speculations about the meaning of Christ's
descent into hell after the crucifixion, about the
uniqueness of Christ as savior of a pluralistic world, and
because he draws so many of his resources for his
theology from literature, drama, and philosophy,
Balthasar has never been an easily-categorized
theologian. He is neither liberal nor conservative, neither
Thomist nor modernist and he seems to elude all
attempts to capture the exact way he creatively
reinterprets the tradition of Christian thought. For that
reason, this Companion is singularly welcome bringing
together a wide range of theologians both to outline and
to assess the work of someone whom history will surely
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rank someday with Origen, John Calvin, and Karl Barth.
With their powerful blend of political and aesthetic
concerns, Edward W. Said's writings have transformed
the field of literary studies. This long-awaited collection of
literary and cultural essays offers evidence of how much
the fully engaged critical mind can contribute to the
reservoir of value, thought, and action essential to our
lives and culture.
Table of contents
Publisher description
Fantasy is a creation of the Enlightenment, and the
recognition that excitement and wonder can be found in
imagining impossible things. From the ghost stories of
the Gothic to the zombies and vampires of twenty-firstcentury popular literature, from Mrs Radcliffe to Ms
Rowling, the fantastic has been popular with readers.
Since Tolkien and his many imitators, however, it has
become a major publishing phenomenon. In this volume,
critics and authors of fantasy look at its history since the
Enlightenment, introduce readers to some of the different
codes for the reading and understanding of fantasy, and
examine some of the many varieties and subgenres of
fantasy; from magical realism at the more literary end of
the genre, to paranormal romance at the more popular
end. The book is edited by the same pair who produced
The Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction (winner of
a Hugo Award in 2005).
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